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Dan Roper, 2016. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****.Available in all the major languages of western europe as well as the original latin,
this book contains over 200 images precisely recreated from the psalter from the Nonnberg
convent with additional cover symbols from the Polling psalter (both circa 1250AD). It is both a
practical Book of Pslams and a preservation of historic artwork. Feel the joy of illumination with
real 13th century artwork and fonts created by bavarian monks at the heart of the holy roman
empire, restored to their former glory, extended and translated into the languages of the 21st
century. Illuminated medieval manuscripts took a leap forward in 13th century bavaria with the
introduction of blue ink. The few surviving manuscripts from the region show beautiful main fonts
unmatched in quality. Extra random fancy capital letters in red and blue are used to start each
verse. Standard practice was to alternate between colours each verse and to use random doodles
to fill excess whitespace or mark the end of verses. Smaller doodles have been used as end of verse
markers with more detailed drawings used between psalms, enlarged to show...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is worth getting. it absolutely was writtern very completely and useful. I am quickly could possibly get a pleasure of reading a written
publication.
-- Ariane Rau-- Ariane Rau

This book is worth getting. Yes, it really is enjoy, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. You can expect to like how the author publish this book.
-- Prof. Cindy Paucek I-- Prof. Cindy Paucek I
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